FORENSIC EXPERTS

Specialist forensic investigation and root cause analysis for the insurance, legal and risk management professions. With offices in the UK, Dubai, Hong Kong and Singapore.

www.hawkins.biz

Acoustics & Audiology | Civil & Structural Engineering | Contamination | Digital Forensics
Electrical Engineering | Escapes of Water, Gas & Fluids | Fire & Explosion | Fraud | Hydrology
Materials Failure | Personal injury | Power & Energy | Process Engineering | Railways
Road Traffic Collisions | Shipping & Marine | Vehicle, Plant & Machinery
Hawkins, established in 1980, provides specialist forensic root cause analysis and expert witness services to the insurance, loss adjusting, risk management and legal professions.

The company has 8 offices in the United Kingdom and offices in Dubai, Hong Kong and Singapore. All offices are staffed by highly experienced forensic scientists and engineers from a wide range of disciplines.

The Dubai, Hong Kong and Singapore offices are supported by the international team who travel from the United Kingdom at short notice to secure evidence and conduct investigations.

We provide a rapid response, attending a scene immediately if required. A preliminary report is produced within three days of the scene visit, setting out the most probable cause and a proposed strategy for further investigation. Our reporting is flexible and can be tailored to your needs, depending on the scale and urgency of the investigation.

When needed, a full investigation can be carried out in order to formulate a clear and impartial report for the support of legal action.

“Clients come back to Hawkins because of our honesty and integrity; very sound technical knowledge and expertise married with a real commercial awareness of what our clients need – rapid response, quick accurate advice, communication of the evidence and the investigation in a way they can act upon.”
**HAWKINS’ EXPERTISE**

**AUDIOLOGY & ACOUSTICS**
Our experts are able to assess and advise on acoustic design in the planning stages, and provide mitigation strategies post-construction in the event of a noise dispute.

**CIVIL & STRUCTURAL**
We can provide expert investigation of defects and failures in the built environment, including structural movement, collapses, water ingress, storm damage and personal injury.

**CONTAMINATION**
Our team of highly qualified and experienced chemists can investigate a wide range of chemical contamination and spillage incidents.

**DIGITAL FORENSICS**
Hawkins experts collect, forensically authenticate and preserve original evidence. We discover the source of a digital event or attack, how it occurred, and what information may have been lost or compromised.

**ELECTRICAL**
We investigate incidents including failures and injury involving most types of electrical equipment, from micro-electronics and domestic electrical appliances through to high voltage generation and distribution.

**ESCAPE OF WATER, GAS, OIL AND OTHER FLUIDS**
We can provide system failure analyses for incidents involving all fluids and gases in industrial and domestic settings with on-site and laboratory investigations.

**EXPLOSIONS**
What was the cause of the explosion? Our expertise has been sought on many significant cases around the globe.

**FIRE**
As a leader in fire investigation, Hawkins has the knowledge and experience necessary to investigate the full scale of losses globally, and to advise on recovery, liability and risk management issues.

**FRAUD**
Comparison of physical evidence with witness accounts enables our investigators to establish if the evidence is commensurate with a suggested sequence of events or actions. This applies to both small losses involving personal property and major loss.

**HYDROLOGY**
Our expert hydrologists and engineers have years of experience identifying the cause(s) of complex flooding incidents.

**MARINE INCIDENTS**
We can assist on a wide range of incidents including agricultural cargoes, liquefaction, fires, explosions and chemical contamination.

**MATERIALS**
From medical implants to satellites, our experts are on hand to establish the cause of failure of manufactured items.

**MECHANICAL**
Losses often involve the failure of multi-component mechanical systems. We have the breadth of knowledge and experience to identify the cause, no matter how complex.

**PERSONAL INJURY**
With the Courts taking ever harder views on personal injuries, it has never been more important to take independent and expert advice. We can assist with all types of personal injury, including the specialised and complex areas of slips, trips and falls and noise induced hearing loss.

**POWER & ENERGY**
Our experts are skilled in investigating all aspects of this field including electric shock, gas leaks, power failure, over-voltage, equipment failure and poor design and maintenance.

**RAILWAYS**
We have investigated incidents including derailments, unintended runaways and accidents at level crossings.

**ROAD TRAFFIC COLLISIONS**
Our investigators identify all contributory factors and can deal with issues such as vehicle speed, visibility and human factors, CCTV analysis, road positioning, weather, vehicular faults and damage assessment.

**VEHICLE AND PLANT**
We are skilled in the investigation of fires and failures involving all types of vehicles and plant. We routinely review designs and maintenance practices to provide recommendations to our clients.
OUR EXPERTS

Ben Adams
LONDON
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Power & Energy
ben.adams@hawkins.biz
+44 07980 703059

Richard Baker
REIGATE
Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions, Vehicle, Plant & Machinery Fires.
richard.baker@hawkins.biz
+44 7388 992 312

Stephen Braund
BIRMINGHAM
Crime Investigation, Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation
stephen.braund@hawkins.biz
+44 7789 480 344

Nick Carey
REIGATE
Crime Investigation, Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping, Power & Energy
nick.carey@hawkins.biz
+44 7500 019 678

John Allum
HONG KONG
Cargo Spillage, Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping
john.allum@hawkins.biz
+852 9094 7867

Patrick Barbour
BRISTOL
Crime Investigation, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury
patrick.barbour@hawkins.biz
+44 7768 821 107

Stephen Brough
LEEDS
stephen.brough@hawkins.biz
+44 7387 023 617

Chun Chan
HONG KONG
Corrosion, Marine/Shipping, Materials Engineering
chun.chan@hawkins.biz
+852 6975 6055

John Anderson
BRISTOL
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion, Personal Injury
john.anderson@hawkins.biz
+44 7831 712 497

Lisa Beck
REIGATE
Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury, Vehicle, Plant & Machinery Fires.
lisa.beck@hawkins.biz
+44 7717 494 237

Andy Bryce
BRISTOL
andy.bryce@hawkins.biz
+44 7831 591 808

Mike Charlton
MANCHESTER
Contamination & Pollution, Crime Investigation, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion
mike.charlton@hawkins.biz
+44 7880 700 172

Neil Arthur
CAMBRIDGE
Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collisions, Neil Arthur@hawkins.biz
+44 7774 778 021

Chris Botham
MANCHESTER
Crime Investigation, Civil & Structural Engineering, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury
chris.botham@hawkins.biz
+44 7880 700 178

Carl Butler
MANCHESTER
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Crime Investigation, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Power & Energy, Personal Injury
carl.butler@hawkins.biz
+44 7879 471 775

Rennie Chivers
CAMBRIDGE
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion
rennie.chivers@hawkins.biz
+44 7769 675 233

Nick Ashby
CAMBRIDGE
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Power Generation
nick.ashby@hawkins.biz
+44 7436 815 262

Jon Boyle
BRISTOL
Crime Investigation, Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collisions.
jon.boyle@hawkins.biz
+44 7780 660 766

John Camplin
LEEDS
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collisions.
john.camplin@hawkins.biz
+44 7795 546 710

Ross Clarke
LONDON
Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions
ross.clarke@hawkins.biz
+44 07976 629491
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Luke Collins
REIGATE
Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Marine/Shipping, Vehicle, Plant & Machinery Fires.
luke.collins@hawkins.biz
+44 7467 943 517.

Graeme Drysdale
CAMBRIDGE
Business Development Manager.
graeme.drysdale@hawkins.biz
+44 7881 091 233

Richard Fletcher
CAMBRIDGE
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
richard.fletcher@hawkins.biz
+44 7733 326 753

Robert Edwards
MANCHESTER
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Contamination & Pollution, Corrosion, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping.
robert.edwards@hawkins.biz
+44 7810 771 108

Richard J Fletcher
BIRMINGHAM
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion, Firework Incidents.
rj.fletcher@hawkins.biz
+44 7748 634 603

Graham Cooper
SINGAPORE
Corrosion, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Marine/Shipping, Materials Engineering.
graham.cooper@hawkins.biz
+65 9138 4789

Jonathan Emm
MANCHESTER
Crime Investigation, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering.
jonathan.emm@hawkins.biz
+44 7768 821 689

Melissa Gartside
CAMBRIDGE
melissa.gartside@hawkins.biz
+44 7388 990 413

Paul Gee
MANCHESTER
Crime Investigation, Digital Forensics, Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
paul.gee@hawkins.biz
+44 7881 108 435

Gareth Dobinson
CAMBRIDGE
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Racking Collapse & Assessment.
gareth.dobinson@hawkins.biz
+44 7500 844 310

Christabel Fitzpatrick
CAMBRIDGE
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Materials Engineering, Personal Injury.
christabel.fitzpatrick@hawkins.biz
+44 7976 629 422

Ian Giddings
REIGATE
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Vehicle, Plant & Machinery Fires.
ian.giddings@hawkins.biz
+44 7733 100 266

Christina Holland
GLASGOW
Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions.
christina.holland@hawkins.biz
+44 7917 193 391

Darren Cook
GLASGOW
Crime Investigation, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping.
darren.cook@hawkins.biz
+44 7500 038 785

Richard Giles-Carlsson
MANCHESTER
Civil & Structural Engineering, Personal Injury, Racking Collapse & Assessment, Working at Height.
richard.giles-carlsson@hawkins.biz
+44 7391 408 733

Camilla Gosling
BRISTOL
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
camilla.gosling@hawkins.biz
+44 7764 818 656

Sarah Griffith
LONDON
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
sarah.griffith@hawkins.biz
+44 7788 313 169

Nicola Fallowfield-Smith
REIGATE
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering.
nicola.fs@hawkins.biz
+44 7818 062 042

Richard Heath
LONDON
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
richard.heath@hawkins.biz
+44 7733 304 495

Robert Edwards
MANCHESTER
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Contamination & Pollution, Corrosion, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping.
robert.edwards@hawkins.biz
+44 7810 771 108

Richard J Fletcher
BIRMINGHAM
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion, Firework Incidents.
rj.fletcher@hawkins.biz
+44 7748 634 603

Melissa Gartside
CAMBRIDGE
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John Holland
GLASGOW
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation, Mechanical Engineering.
john.holland@hawkins.biz
+44 7766 544 463

Paul Hughes
LONDON
Civil & Structural Engineering, Marine/Shipping.
paul.hughes@hawkins.biz
+44 7464 549 403

Richard Keightley
LONDON
richard.keightley@hawkins.biz
+44 7391 408734

Sarah Hooton
LEEDS
Civil & Structural Engineering, Fire Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
sarah.hooton@hawkins.biz
+44 7976 629 531

Will Hutchinson
LEEDS
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation.
will.hutchinson@hawkins.biz
+44 7747 001 655

James Kingham
BIRMINGHAM
Materials Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions.
james.kingham@hawkins.biz
+44 7392 868 754

Mike Hopwood
MANCHESTER
Civil & Structural Engineering, Crime Investigation, Highways Engineering, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collisions.
mike.hopwood@hawkins.biz
+44 7879 840 462

Andy Ingle
REIGATE
Civil & Structural Engineering, Railway Accidents, Sewage Treatment Plant Failure, Water Ingress/Subsidence.
andy.ingle@hawkins.biz
+44 7469 851 801

Anna Knight
REIGATE
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation.
anne.knight@hawkins.biz
+44 7775 733 758

John Horsfall
CAMBRIDGE
Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions.
john.horsfall@hawkins.biz
+44 7831 158 855

Jake Irwin
BIRMINGHAM
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Contamination & Pollution, Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
jake.irwin@hawkins.biz
+44 7436 802 382

Rosalind Lambert-Porter
CAMBRIDGE
Acoustics Engineering, Audiology, Civil & Structural Engineering, Personal Injury, Noise-Induced Hearing Loss, Vibration Damage.
ros.lambertporter@hawkins.biz
+44 7980 702 949

Gary Hotchkiss
HONG KONG
gary.hotchkiss@hawkins.biz
+852 9872 5592

Eleanor Jay
REIGATE
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Material Failures, Metallurgy.
eleanor.jay@hawkins.biz
+44 7467 943 518

Erin LeMaster
CAMBRIDGE
Digital Forensics.
erin.lemaster@hawkins.biz
+44 07971 143091

Paul Lemon
LEEDS
Personal Injury, Slips & Trips.
paul.lemon@hawkins.biz
+44 7500 772 674

Justin Lewis
CAMBRIDGE
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
justin.lewis@hawkins.biz
+44 7801 349 001

Andy Ingle
REIGATE
Civil & Structural Engineering, Railway Accidents, Sewage Treatment Plant Failure, Water Ingress/Subsidence.
andy.ingle@hawkins.biz
+44 7469 851 801

Ben Lister
LEEDS
ben.lister@hawkins.biz
+44 07976 629449

Tom Madden
BRISTOL
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
tom.madden@hawkins.biz
+44 07971 142768

Ian Major
REIGATE
Civil & Structural Engineering, Fire & Explosion, Highways Engineering, Personal Injury.
ian.major@hawkins.biz
+44 7503 575 051
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Claire Mann
LONDON
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Contamination & Pollution, Fire & Explosion.
claire.mann@hawkins.biz
+44 7771 503 519

Simon Munford
CAMBRIDGE
Electrical Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
simon.munford@hawkins.biz
+44 7881 108 436

Sophie Parsons
HONG KONG
Cargo Spillage, Corrosion, Crime Investigation, Marine/Shipping, Materials Engineering.
sophie.parsons@hawkins.biz
+852 9037 0526

Adrian Ratte
LONDON
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury.
adrian.ratte@hawkins.biz
+44 7787 538 978

Wayne Manton
BRISTOL
wayne.manton@hawkins.biz
+44 7881 092 977

Charles Murdoch
LONDON
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions.
charles.murdoch@hawkins.biz
+44 7786 435 734

Tom Peat
GLASGOW
tom.peat@hawkins.biz
+44 7391 408 735

Andrew Reeves
REIGATE
Civil & Structural Engineering, Geotechnical Engineering, Personal Injury, Railway Incidents, Water Ingress/Subsidence.
andrew.reeves@hawkins.biz
+44 7775 868 218

Paul Mason
MANCHESTER
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosions.
paul.mason@hawkins.biz
+44 7467 943 519

Andrew Muston
CAMBRIDGE
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Contamination/Pollution, Fire & Explosion, Personal Injury.
andrew.muston@hawkins.biz
+44 7831 591 809

Martin Pope
CAMBRIDGE
Fire & Explosion, Locks & Physical Security
martin.pope@hawkins.biz
+44 07971 143148

Andrew Prickett
REIGATE
andrew.prickett@hawkins.biz
+44 7867 523 238

Paul Moody
GLASGOW
paul.moody@hawkins.biz
+44 7388 997 434

Damian Mutch
REIGATE
Mechanical Engineering, Road Traffic Collisions.
damian.mutch@hawkins.biz
+44 7771 828 347

Thomas Post
MANCHESTER
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Materials Engineering, Rigging Failures, Road Traffic Collisions.
thomas.post@hawkins.biz
+44 7976 629 419

Jessica Ng
HONG KONG
Cargo Spillage, Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping.
jessica.ng@hawkins.biz
+852 5186 1699

Peter Reupke
LONDON
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation, Mechanical Engineering.
peter.reupke@hawkins.biz
+44 7768 856 465

Andrew Moncrieff
CAMBRIDGE
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation, Marine/Shipping.
andrew.moncrieff@hawkins.biz
+44 7831 698 430

Paul Mason
MANCHESTER
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosions.
paul.mason@hawkins.biz
+44 7467 943 519

Andrew Muston
CAMBRIDGE
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Contamination/Pollution, Fire & Explosion, Personal Injury.
andrew.muston@hawkins.biz
+44 7831 591 809
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CAMBRIDGE
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jessica.ng@hawkins.biz
+852 5186 1699

Andrew Prickett
REIGATE
andrew.prickett@hawkins.biz
+44 7867 523 238

David Rose
SINGAPORE
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury.
david.rose@hawkins.biz
+65 9117 2143

David Reid Rowland
LONDON
Escapes of Water, Gas, Oil & Fluid, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping, Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury.
david.reid-rowland@hawkins.biz
+44 7909 694 227

Wayne Manton
BRISTOL
wayne.manton@hawkins.biz
+44 7881 092 977
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Helen Rosser
LONDON
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
+44 7436 802 383
helen.rosser@hawkins.biz

Bernard Travers
LONDON
Civil & Structural Engineering, Highways Engineering, Vibration Damage.
+44 7392 087 541
bernard.travers@hawkins.biz

Iain Woodward
LEEDS
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation.
+44 7780 667 682
iain.woodward@hawkins.biz

Jonathan Watkins
GLASGOW
Civil & Structural Engineering, Fire & Explosion.
+44 7392 087 293
jonathan.watkins@hawkins.biz

Nico Zurcher
LONDON
Cargo Spoilage, Contamination & Pollution, Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping.
+44 7464 547 312
nico.zurcher@hawkins.biz

Iain Tatner
LEEDS
Fire & Explosion, Personal Injury.
+44 7824 566 861
ian.tatner@hawkins.biz

Nick Wright
LONDON
+44 7500 016 353
nick.wright@hawkins.biz

Russell Smith
BRISTOL
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion, Fraud Investigation, Marine/Shipping.
+44 7900 921 190
russell.smith@hawkins.biz

Mark Turner
CAMBRIDGE
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
+44 7717 363 127
mark.turner@hawkins.biz

Paul Willis
BRISTOL
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion Fraud Investigation, Marine/Shipping.
+44 7717 845 184
paul.willis@hawkins.biz

Lin Sun
BIRMINGHAM
+44 7774 426 460
lin.sun@hawkins.biz

Stuart Whitehead
BIRMINGHAM
Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collisions.
+44 7771 845 184
stuart.whitehead@hawkins.biz

Neville Tranter
BIRMINGHAM
+44 7900 214 892
neville.tranter@hawkins.biz

James Wade
REIGATE
Mechanical Engineering, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collisions.
+44 7900 788 243
james.wade@hawkins.biz

Chris Wareham
DUBAI
Fire & Explosion, Marine/Shipping.
+971 55 451 9203
chris.wareham@hawkins.ae

Simon Vallance
REIGATE
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion Fraud Investigation.
+44 7717 418 821
simon.vallance@hawkins.biz

Helen Rosser
LONDON
Crime Investigation, Fire & Explosion.
+44 7436 802 383
helen.rosser@hawkins.biz

Sue Tattersall
LEEDS
Fire, Oil & Gas, Personal Injury, Road Traffic Collision.
+44 7900 921 190
sue.tattersall@hawkins.biz

Paul Willis
BRISTOL
Chemistry & Chemical Incidents, Fire & Explosion Fraud Investigation, Marine/Shipping.
+44 7717 845 184
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OUR OFFICES

**BIRMINGHAM**
Suite 1, Cranmore Place  
Cranmore Boulevard  
Solihull  
West Midlands B90 4RZ  
+44 (0)121 705 3222

**HONG KONG**
Room 602, 6th Floor  
Hoseinee House, 69 Wyndham Street  
Central, Hong Kong  
+852 2548 0577

**BRISTOL**
Frome forde House  
Church Road, Yate  
Bristol BS37 5JB  
+44 (0)1454 273 402

**LEEDS**
4210 Park Approach  
Thorpe Park  
Leeds LS15 8GB  
+44 (0)113 260 0172

**CAMBRIDGE**
Miller House  
120 Cambridge Science Park  
Milton Road  
Cambridge CB4 0FZ  
+44 (0)1223 420 400

**LONDON**
New London House  
6 London Street  
London EC3R 7LP  
+44 (0)20 7481 4897

**DUBAI**
19th Floor, Office 1916  
The H Dubai Office Tower  
One Sheikh Zayed Road  
Dubai, United Arab Emirates  
PO Box 333690  
+971 4 3721262

**MANCHESTER**
Southgate Centre Three  
Wilmislow Road, Heald Green  
Cheadle SK8 3NP  
+44 (0)161 493 1860

**REIGATE**
Discovery House  
10 Perrywood Business Park  
Honeycrock Lane  
Redhill, Surrey RH1 5JQ  
+44 (0)1737 763 957

**GLASGOW**
3 Orbital Court  
Peel Park  
East Kilbride  
Glasgow G74 5PH  
+44 (0)1355 228 103

**SINGAPORE**
3 Pickering Street  
#01-66  
Singapore  
048660  
+65 6202 9280

Download our app for access to contacts and more. Available on Apple, Android and Windows.